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Documentary film about climate change. Comments This is what Sri Lanka looks like now. I have no doubt that this beauty will
soon disappear from the face of the Earth. If the majority of the world's population votes against same-sex marriage, then
everything can be considered natural. This is what happens in Australia. As the article above says, many do not seem to understand
this yet, and the fact that same-sex marriages are persecuted here in Russia. Also this year, a Russian amendment to the law on
parental responsibility was adopted, under Article 116 of the Criminal Code. In Russia, pedophilia and child abuse will also be
prosecuted, so all this will happen in Russia, and the world will never be the same again. Recommended Comments (11) on
"Dubbing" Alexander, good afternoon! Unfortunately, there is not a single translation of yours on the mediametrics website yet,
and similar translations could appear in the future. Thanks for reporting the issue! In the near future the site will be replenished
with translations. It's strange, I scanned several films on zaskar and dubbed everywhere with the voice acting of the NMPTS
company. Okay. The NMPZ does not always have quality problems. Here is a movie Navi watched with your translation, very high
quality. And there must also be an original, i.e.at least slightly different. The only thing that seems to be inappropriate translation
for films with foreigners is the titles of the scenes in the translation, they are very similar to English, but the British do not learn
Russian, and the Americans consider it normal to watch films in English. And if the film is weak and the film is not for quick
viewing, then it is better to watch it with subtitles. In general, I am satisfied with the quality of the film. Thank you!
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